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TOGETHER WE'RE GOING PLACES

The
2020
Auto-Trail
collection.

Tribute
compact
range

Adventure
range

Apache
range

4 models
4 | 11

2 models
30 | 33

3 models

Tribute
coachbuilt
range

Imala
range

Frontier
range

environmentally friendly Euro 6D chassis.

4 models

This season, Auto-Trail introduces four Tribute coachbuilt

12 | 19

10 models
34 | 41

7 models
58 | 65

V-Line
range

Tracker
range

5 models
20 | 29

6 models
42 | 49

To ensure the ultimate touring experience Auto-Trail delivers
the perfect balance of cutting-edge development with
exceptional attention to detail. Each element within the
Auto-Trail manufacturing process has been developed to push
levels of experience and functionality; starting with all 2020
models being built on the new, cleaner, quieter and more

models, all built on the new Ford Transit chassis and featuring
a sleek, low-profile. As well as two new ‘Adventure’ compact
models, both of which feature a large elevating roof top,
suitable to sleep an additional two people.
To ensure a truly stylish aesthetic, all 2020 Auto-Trail models
offer an extra layer of personalisation with our large choice of
metallic and non-metallic external colours. You can also expect
new contemporary wood furniture, modern USB sockets
added throughout all habitation areas, as well as ‘Auto-Trail
Connect’ fitted to all 2020 leisure vehicles as standard,
with the option to add our additional tracking subscription.

Together we're going places.
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THE TRIBUTE COMPACT RANGE

The
Tribute
Compact
range.

Freedom on
four wheels.

Sliding door fitted with integrated flyscreen

Immerse yourself in a lifetime of family adventure
with a new 2020 leisure vehicle from the iconic Tribute
compact range.
Complete with a fresh and modern aesthetic, including
a beautiful new Salinas Oak wood colour, 16” Fiat
black and silver diamond cut alloy wheels, as well as a
black painted front grille. The Tribute compact embodies
a youthful, refreshing atmosphere for up to four to

04 | 05

appreciate while travelling to your favourite cities,
or entertaining festival getaways.
New for 2020, we introduce an additional 5.99m,
2 berth compact leisure vehicle, ideal for adventurous
couples that love to spontaneously hit the road. Featuring a
luxurious lounge and rear double doors, the rear living space
creates a serene atmosphere for you and your loved one to

2020 COLLECTION

unwind and appreciate the picturesque view.

Featuring new, modern
'Tamsin' upholstery

4

MODELS

2-4
BERTHS

2-4

SEATBELTS

THE TRIBUTE COMPACT RANGE

LED reading lights

Light and modern Salinas oak wood

2020 COLLECTION
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Pleated blinds and flyscreens to all windows

4 berth bunk bed option available (669 model)

THE TRIBUTE COMPACT RANGE

Practical
and versatile.

Space saving, fold away washroom basin
Available in 6 external colours

To ensure increased, practical space while showering,
all Tribute compact leisure vehicles incorporate an
innovative fold away hand basin within the washroom.
New modern Salinas Oak wood colour
Complete with a light, modern, stylish interior, all 2020
Tribute compact models now feature a beautiful Salinas
Oak finish.
Exquisite attention to detail
Illustrating refined detailing, all cab seats feature a beautiful
Auto-Trail stitched logo.
Practicality at its finest
Prevent those unwanted guests thanks to the new slide
motion flyscreen, integrated into the side sliding door.
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Unwind in the summer time weather
Immerse yourself in the great outdoors with an integrated
wind out awning, perfect for alfresco dining.
A natural energy source (Lux Pack)
Benefit from a truly renewable energy source, conserve
your engine and leisure battery whilst wild camping with
the entire family surrounded by a beautiful serene view,
thanks to Tribute compact’s 100W solar panel. (Optional)
An elegant side profile
Make a statement on the road with 16” stylish black and
silver diamond cut alloy wheels as standard, providing you
with an extra layer of luxury flair.
A new driving experience (Lux Pack)

2020 COLLECTION

Introducing a brand new Zenec Xzent LCD head unit,
featuring 'motorhome specific' Western European satellite
navigation, digital radio with integrated DAB+ tuner,
Bluetooth hands-free system with integrated microphone
and colour reversing camera. (Optional)

THE
THETRIBUTE
TRIBUTECOMPACT
COMPACTRANGE
RANGE

9m
8m
Large front mirror including
fitted shelving inside

7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
0m
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Domestic style chrome taps

NEW
660

669

670

680

Beds

2

4

2

2

Seatbelts

2

4

4

4

New sink unit, creating more space
between the kitchen and dinette area

Engine
Integrated cutlery drawer

Weight

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Length
Width
Height

120 BHP

120 BHP

120 BHP

120 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

5.99m

5.99m

5.99m

6.36m

2.27m

2.27m

2.27m

2.27m

2.68m

2.68m

2.68m

2.68m

(19’7”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(19’7”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(19’7”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(20’10”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE TRIBUTE COACHBUILT RANGE

The
Tribute
Coachbuilt
range.

Half dinette available as a cost option
to add an extra 2 travelling seats

The new face
of Tribute.
There’s no doubt you’ll see a significant transformation with
the 2020 Tribute coachbuilt range.
Built on the new EcoBlue Ford Transit camper specific
chassis with a 130bhp engine size as standard, Tribute
welcomes four brand new models ranging from 5.99m to
7.34m. Sporting a sleek and aerodynamic low profile,
each model incorporates a feature panoramic roof skylight
and optional half dinette and electric drop down double bed.

12 | 13

Purity at its finest, a Tribute coachbuilt displays a modern,
light, youthful aesthetic with all the practical features needed
for anyone wanting to start a touring lifestyle. Impressive
from the first look, all 2020 Tribute coachbuilts come with
the choice of seven exclusive external colours, partnered

2020 COLLECTION

seamlessly with dynamic Auto-Trail decals.

NEW Whale 4.7kW underfloor heating
and 2.85kW underfloor hot water system

4

MODELS

2-4
BERTHS

2-4

SEATBELTS

THE TRIBUTE COACHBUILT RANGE

4 sleek low profile models

Electric drop down bed available as a cost option

2020 COLLECTION
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Panoramic roof skylight with pleated blind and flyscreen

Modern USB socket featured within the habitation area

Removable bound-edged carpets as standard

THE TRIBUTE COACHBUILT RANGE

The next
generation.

Now on the Ford Transit chassis
Available in 7 external colours

Strike a balance of effortless power and a comfortable driving
environment in the enhanced Ford Transit chassis. Featuring a
130bhp engine as standard with the cost option to upgrade to
170bhp or the 6 speed automatic gearbox.
Our largest open skylight
Enjoy glorious sunshine or a picturesque starry night, Tribute
coachbuilts deliver beautiful, natural light throughout the cab and
habitation area thanks to its large overhead panoramic skylight.
Sleeping convenience at the push of a button
New for 2020 and available as a cost option on all Tribute
coachbuilt models, you can have the convenience of a readily
made double bed using our smooth, drop down bed mechanism
over the dinette area.
Sumptuous and soft to touch

16 | 17

Boasting a woven texture with neutral contrasting tones and
seamless detailed stitching, the Tribute coachbuilt gives a very
youthful and tailored tone to all models.
A grand cooking experience
Enjoy a lovely home-cooked meal no matter where you are in
the world with your 3 burner gas hob & full oven and grill.
Ready for adventure
Enjoy the freedom to cycle to your nearest picturesque town
or village while on your travels with a Thule cycle carrier rail as
standard (cycle carrier not included).
A new driving experience (Lux pack)
We welcome a brand new Zenec Xzent LCD head unit, featuring
'motorhome specific' Western European satellite navigation,
2020 COLLECTION

digital radio with integrated DAB+ tuner, Bluetooth hands-free
system with integrated microphone and colour reversing camera.
Modern living at your convenience
Like to take multiple electronic portable devices away with you
on your travels? The Tribute coachbuilt range now showcases a
convenient USB port within the habitation area.

THE
THETRIBUTE
TRIBUTECOMPACT
COMPACTRANGE
RANGE

9m
NEW slim-line fridge
with integral freezer
Domestic style taps and
integrated splashback

8m
7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m

Large, separate walk-in shower
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0m

NEW
F60

NEW
F62

NEW
F70

NEW
F72

2

2

4

4

Modern, flush fitted circular sink unit

Beds
Seatbelts
Engine

Integrated cutlery drawer

Weight

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Length
Width

Internal and external access to large storage area

Height

2

(4 option)

130 BHP

2

(4 option)

130 BHP

2

(4 option)

130 BHP

2

(4 option)

130 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

5.99m

5.99m

7.34m

7.34m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.88m

2.88m

2.88m

2.88m

(19’7”)

(7’8”)

(9’4”)

(19’7”)

(7’8”)

(9’4”)

(24’0”)

(7’8”)

(9’4”)

(24’0”)

(7’8”)

(9’4”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE V-LINE RANGE

The
V-Line
range.

NEW modern Moyet Oak wood

The definitive
compact range.
Compact on the outside, with a sense of openness on
the inside.
At first glance, you’ll see the 2020 V-Line delivers a
high-class external specification; 16” Fiat black alloy wheels,
aluminium electrically operated step, black coded front
grille and lower skid plate, as well as striking corresponding
graphics. Look a little deeper and you’ll find innovative design
features held within the cab; cruise control with speed

20 | 21

limiter, high level instrument cluster with chrome bezels,
as well as steering wheel controls for radio and telephone.
With five versatile layouts in three varying lengths and
the Media Pack now as standard, including a new Zenec
LCD touch screen head unit which features Western
European ‘motorhome specific’ satellite navigation, V-Line
exceeds the specification of a conventional compact vehicle.
Providing the luxury you’d expect from exclusive coachbuilts
in a leisure vehicle that can access the most remote

2020 COLLECTION

highlights of the British coastline.

Integrated worktop extension
with 220V socket

5

MODELS

2

BERTHS

2-4

SEATBELTS

THE V-LINE RANGE

12V recessed, ambient over locker lighting

22 | 23

Pleated blinds and flyscreens to all windows

2020 COLLECTION

LED reading lights

Modern USB socket added within
the habitation area

THE V-LINE RANGE

Small, yet
perfectly
equipped.

Upwardly mobile
To assist you easily getting in and out of your leisure vehicle,
all 2020 V-Line models come with an electrically operated
external step as standard.
Comfort from head to toe
Feel that home comfort underneath your feet at the end of
an adventurous day walking through the city with V-Line’s
luxurious removable bound edge carpets.
A timeless, elegant statement
An undeniable statement in external aesthetics, you’ll find the
black coded front grille and lower skid plate compliments the
dynamic, contemporary styling of all 2020 V-Line models.
A sleek side profile
Make a statement on the road, all 2020 V-Line models style
exclusive 16” Fiat black alloy wheels as standard, providing you

24 | 25

with an extra layer of luxury flair.
The ultimate driving experience
Relish in a comfortable driving experience through the ease of
cruise control with speed limiter function as standard, perfect
for those longer touring adventures.
Practicality at its finest
Prevent those unwanted guests from entering your V-Line
leisure vehicle, thanks to the new slide motion flyscreen,
integrated into the side sliding door.
Sumptuous and soft to touch
Excessively comfortable, V-Line presents a beautiful light beige
upholstery containing soft grey accents, making this compact

2020 COLLECTION

leisure vehicle feel extremely spacious and welcoming.
A new driving experience
We welcome a brand new Zenec Xzent LCD head unit,
featuring 'motorhome specific' Western European satellite
navigation, digital radio with integrated DAB+ tuner,
Bluetooth hands-free system with integrated microphone
and colour reversing camera.

THE TRIBUTE
THE
COMPACT
V-LINE RANGE
RANGE

800W microwave with brushed
aluminium surround

9m
8m
7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
Bathroom storage compartment

2m
1m
0m

610 SE

634 SE

635 SE

636 SE

Beds

2

2

2

2

2

Seatbelts

2

2

2

2

4
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540 SE

Engine
Weight

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Integrated cutlery drawer

Length
Width
Height

120 BHP

120 BHP

120 BHP

120 BHP

120 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

5.41m

5.99m

6.36m

6.36m

6.36m

2.27m

2.27m

2.27m

2.27m

2.27m

2.68m

2.68m

2.68m

2.68m

2.68m

(17’9”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(19’7”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(20’10”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(20’10”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

(20’10”)

(7’4”)

(8’8”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE V-LINE SPORT PACK
28 | 29

The
V-Line
Sport Pack.
Every aspect of the ‘Sport Pack’ has been specifically

Exclusive soft furnishing scheme

designed to incorporate style on your action

The clean-cut exclusive Sport Pack upholstery highlights a

packed getaways.

textured fabric with a light grey detailing across the top.

Available on four of the V-Line models and with a choice

Luxury U-shaped lounge

of four power outputs, the Sport Pack incorporates all the

Fit for entertaining or just to relax with a loved one, the Sport

creature comforts and stylish design features you will

Pack features a bespoke U-shaped living area which easily

need to turn heads on your luxury touring trips.

converts into a comfortable transverse double bed come night.

The ‘Sport Pack’ is a cost option and only available on
610, 634, 635 and 636. (£1,995)

GRP moulded rear back panel with gas strut boot
Built with sporting equipment storage in mind, the 2020 Sport
Pack features a bespoke GRP moulded rear with gas strut boot,
allowing for easy external storage access.
Flush fit side windows
The V-Line Sport is even more alluring thanks to the sleek,
dynamic flush fitted side windows, adding a luxurious finish to
the vehicle.
External shower point

2020 COLLECTION

Wash your muddy walking boots with ease, all 2020 V-Line Sport
leisure vehicles come with an external shower point as standard.
Gas BBQ point within the boot
Alfresco dining for the entire family is no problem for the V-Line
Sport, you can cook up a feast thanks to the gas BBQ point
featured within the rear boot.

THE ADVENTURE RANGE

The
Adventure
range.

Freedom for
the family.
The brand-new Adventure is the ultimate in spontaneity
and is defined by an action driven aesthetic.
This newly developed range for 2020 ensures the freedom
to roam and is suitable for a family of four. The Adventure
is equipped with the most stylish features both inside and
out; you’ll be hitting the road with 16” diamond cut alloy
wheels, black coded front grille, wind out awning and in
addition to the standard choice, there will be two exclusive

30 | 31

external colours.
You’ll never have to miss the opportunity to take the
family on a new escapade as each layout presents travelling
seats for four, a gas strut assisted elevating insulated roof,
incorporating a luxurious double bed with comfort springing,
ventilation, reading lights and USB charge points.
On the ground floor there is a spacious rear lounge,
which conveniently converts into another double bed
come night time.

2020 COLLECTION

Contoured automotive seating
in diamond check upholstery

Integrated flyscreen fitted
to the side sliding door

2

MODELS

4

BERTHS

4

SEATBELTS

THE ADVENTURE RANGE

six Fiat external colours, each model is matched with
exclusive ‘Adventure’ decals and a completely unique soft
furnishing scheme. Plus, both Adventure leisure vehicles
come with the Media Pack as standard, meaning you’ll be
relaxing in comfort with a 19.5” Avtex wide screen TV/DVD

9m

Expedition Grey

Styling the Expedition Grey, Light Blue or our additional

8m
7m
6m

incorporating digital and satellite tuners, a new Zenec LCD

5m

head unit featuring a ‘motorhome specific’ SAT NAV as
standard, digital radio with integrated microphone, colour

4m

reversing camera, plus steering wheel radio controls and a
status TV aerial with digital signal finder.

3m

Built with all the practical and innovative features

2m

needed for a short weekend away or long touring voyage,
action-orientated family in mind. Both models feature
a solar panel as standard (wattage dependant on model),

32 | 33

meaning those spontaneous wild camping escapades will

1m

Light Blue

the new Adventure range has truly been built with the

0m

NEW
55

NEW
65

Beds

4

4

Seatbelts

4

4

be no problem for the Adventure. You can travel to your
hearts content and be rest assured you’ll experience a
comfortable touring journey, no matter your destination.

Engine
Weight

2020 COLLECTION

Length
LED reading lights &
USB charging points

Width
Height

120 BHP

120 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

3500kgs

3500kgs

5.99m

6.36m

2.27m

2.27m

2.75m

2.75m

(19’7”)

(7’4”)

(9’0”)

(20’10”)

(7’4”)

(9’0”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE IMALA RANGE

The
Imala
range.

Two toned, sleek curved upper locker doors

An abundance
of choice.
Whether you’re hiking up Ben Nevis or taking the entire family
to the coastal county of Cornwall; Imala hosts Auto-Trail’s
most diverse collection of layouts to choose from and will cater
to your needs no matter the destination or activity.
2020 welcomes four new models into the Imala range,
two of these are ‘HB’ versions which have a large 1.15m tall
storage compartment at the rear, perfect for families who like
to take bulky sports equipment or alfresco dining furniture

34 | 35

on their travels. You’ll also be able to choose between 6
different external cab colours at no extra cost ensuring your
motorhome is as individual as you. Built on the new Fiat Euro
6D chassis with a wide range of bhp engines to choose from
and the new 9 speed automatic gearbox as cost options.
You’ll be hitting the road with stylish 16” glossy Fiat alloy
wheels, as well as beautiful and contemporary wood coloured
furniture. Charging up the family portable devices will be
no problem as modern USB ports are located within the
habitation area and the new Truma 4KW saloon/water heating
includes an ‘enroute’ regulator, so you’ll be able to heat the

2020 COLLECTION

habitation area whilst on the move.

Truma combi 4kW gas/electric
central heating and water heater

10

MODELS

2-6
BERTHS

2-6

SEATBELTS

THE IMALA RANGE

LED reading lights

NEW pleated curtains featuring a sheer window veil

2020 COLLECTION
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Modern USB socket added
within the habitation area

Two new high bed (HB) models featuring a raised
sleeping area and large storage compartment

NEW upholstery scheme
and soft-comfort vinyl floor

THE IMALA RANGE

Feel at home
on the road.

Innovation on your door step
Available in 6 external colours

Enter your new vehicle in style, through a new, beautifully designed
integrated entrance door, featuring stylish chrome detailing on the
handles and a slim-fitting but practical internal waste bin.
Alfresco dining with ease
Enjoy easy-to-cook alfresco dining with the entire family, using
Imala’s handy external BBQ point - just plug in and start cooking.
A natural energy source
Benefit from a truly renewable energy source, conserve your
engine and leisure battery whilst wild camping with the entire
family surrounded by a beautiful serene view thanks to Imala’s
100W solar panel.
An elegant side profile
Make a statement on the road, all 2020 Imala models feature
16” Fiat black and silver diamond cut alloy wheels as standard,
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providing you with style on the road.
All the storage solutions you need
Find a perfect storage solution for every item you wish to
bring with you on your journey. The Imala range comes with
perfectly designed curved upper locker doors, featuring fitted
crockery storage.
A heating supply like no other
Imala is now equipped with the Truma Combi 4kW GE saloon/
water heater as standard and is fitted with the new Truma en route
regulator, so you can arrive in a pre-warmed environment and take
an instant shower if you so desire.
Modern living at your convenience
Like to take multiple electronic portable devices away with you on
2020 COLLECTION

your travels? The Imala range now showcases a convenient USB
port within the habitation area.
High bed option available on the 730 & 734
Looking for a leisure vehicle perfect for storing larger equipment?
We welcome two NEW models within the Imala range, featuring a
grand 1.15m tall storage compartment underneath the rear bed.

THE TRIBUTE
THE
COMPACT
IMALA RANGE
RANGE

9m
8m
7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m

Flush fitting 4 ring hob
and a full oven & grill

0m
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Variable shower controls
and riser tower

615
2

Beds

(4 option)

2

Seatbelts

(4 option)

120 BHP

Engine
Weight

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

96ltr fridge with removable
freezer compartment

Length

Height

Hi-Line

4

(4 option)

(6 option)

2

4

120 BHP

120 BHP

730
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

120 BHP

NEW
730 HB
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

120 BHP

732
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

120 BHP

734
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

120 BHP

NEW
734 HB
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

120 BHP

NEW
736
4

(6 option)

4

(6 option)

120 BHP

NEW
736 G
4

(6 option)

4

(6 option)

120 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

6.34m

6.34m

7.05m
(23’2”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

(23’10”)

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

(7’9”)

Lo-Line

2

720

(as standard)

(20’9”)

Width

625

(20’9”)

(7’9”)

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

7.25m

(7’9”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE TRACKER RANGE

The
Tracker
range.

NEW modern Moyet Oak wood

Travel in luxury
and style.
At very first sight a Tracker presents a warm and
relaxed ambience.
The home-like atmosphere carried throughout the entire
range is characterised through the spacious front seating
areas, modern L-shaped kitchens and panoramic roof lights,
leaving you with a desirable open living space beaming with
natural sunlight. In addition, relax and unwind in your lavish
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ensuite bathroom, featuring a fully enclosed walk-in shower
and illuminated LED mirror.
Design and innovation takes a front seat, with a range of cab
colours to suit individual tastes, black front grille with chrome
highlights, chrome headlamp surrounds incorporating LED
daytime running lights and at the rear, our unique GRP rear
body panel, incorporating flush fitted LED light clusters and

2020 COLLECTION

integrated spare wheel.

6

MODELS

2-6
BERTHS

2-4

SEATBELTS

THE TRACKER RANGE

Plenty of upper locker storage
above all sleeping areas

Matt cream and oak upper locker doors
featuring chrome silver detailing

2020 COLLECTION
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LED reading lights

NEW upholstery scheme and
soft-comfort vinyl floor

Circular table and boom arm as
standard on FB, EB, RB and LB

THE TRACKER RANGE

Designed
to perform.

The new Euro 6D engine as standard
The power you want with the efficiency you desire, all 2020
Available in 6 external cab colours

Tracker models feature the new 140bhp Euro 6D engine as
standard, with the option to upgrade to the 160bhp, 180bhp or
9-speed automatic transmission.
A new driving experience (Media Pack)
We welcome a brand new Zenec Xzent LCD head unit, featuring
'motorhome specific' Western European satellite navigation, digital
radio with integrated DAB+ tuner, Bluetooth hands-free system
with integrated microphone and colour reversing camera.
Unwind in the summer time weather
Never miss an opportunity to immerse yourself in the outdoors.
All 2020 Tracker models come with an integrated wind out
awning as standard.
Intelligent design solutions
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Incorporating exemplary design, the 2020 Tracker range
presents a beautiful unique GRP high gloss rear panel, featuring
bespoke fully fitted LED light clusters, reversing camera housing
and high-level brake and outline marker lights.
Innovation on your doorstep
Enter your luxury home in style, through the new, beautifully
designed integrated entrance door, featuring tasteful chrome
detailing on the handles, a slim-fitting practical waste bin and
handy umbrella.
An elegant side profile
To complement the black grille, 2020 Tracker features black and
silver 16” diamond cut alloy wheels, which together with a cab
colour of your choice at no extra cost, allows you to cut a dash
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on the open road.
All the space you need to prep
The exquisite design of the Tracker’s L-shaped kitchen features
a inset sink with flush-fitted cover, leaving you with the perfect
amount of space for chopping up all your vegetables and
organising your meal prep.

THE TRIBUTE
THE TRACKER
COMPACTRANGE
RANGE

9m
8m
High level foldaway drying rail in shower

7m
6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m

Illuminated splash back
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0m

EKS
2

Beds

(4 option)

Seatbelts

2

Engine

2

(4 option)

2

FB
4

(6 option)

2

EB
4

(6 option)

2

RB
4

(6 option)

2

LB
4

(6 option)

2

(4 option)

(4 option)

(4 option)

(4 option)

(4 option)

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

3500kg

3500kg

3500kg

4250kg

4250kg

4250kg

6.44m

6.93m

7.13m

7.36m

7.60m

7.60m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

(as standard)

Weight

RS

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

Fully enclosed seamless shower cubicle

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Length

(21’1”)

Width
Domestic cupboard
system with soft close

Height

(7’9”)

Lo-Line
Hi-Line

(22’9”)

(7’9”)

(23’5”)

(7’9”)

(24’2”)

(7’9”)

(24’11”)

(7’9”)

(24’11”)

(7’9”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE APACHE RANGE

The
Apache
range.

Distinguished
design.
The all-new 2020 Apache attacks any road with confidence,
sporting new exclusive Auto-Trail external graphics,
16” black and silver diamond cut alloy wheels, as well as
a bespoke GRP, high gloss rear panel, featuring LED light
clusters and integral spare wheel housing.
Showcasing the beautiful new Moyet Oak wood furniture
and contemporary two-toned upper locker doors, with luxury
grey upholstery as standard, each model demonstrates a
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warm, relaxing atmosphere, perfect to return to after a
long day exploring. The Apache range is suitable for a family
of up to six with the Apache 700, or for an adventurous
couple with the 632 high bed option, which raises the
rear transverse bed to create a significant storage area
underneath, for those long trips to the continent.
All 2020 Apache models are built on the new Euro 6D
Fiat Ducato chassis with a 140bhp engine power outlet as
standard, with the option to upgrade to 160bhp, 180bhp or
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the new 9 speed automatic gearbox.

NEW upholstery scheme and
soft-comfort vinyl floor

3

MODELS

2-6
BERTHS

2-6

SEATBELTS

THE APACHE RANGE

Modern USB socket added within
the habitation area

2020 COLLECTION
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LED reading lights

Plenty of seating for relaxing and entertaining

Smooth pull out bed mechanism
on both the 634 & 700

THE APACHE RANGE

The benchmark
for luxury.

A refined, contemporary atmosphere
Available in 6 external colours

Complete with a cool, neutral, modern interior, all 2020
Apache models now feature the sophisticated wood colour.
Exceptional external features
Making a personal statement on all external styling, 2020
Apache models are available in a choice of cab colours and
incorporate a purposeful black grille with chrome highlights.
Your motorhome, controlled by you
Manage and monitor everything in your motorhome,
from water levels to interior and exterior lighting, all from
the tap of your LCD touch screen control panel.
A sophisticated, refined ambient setting
Soft and elegant 12V under locker LED dimmable lighting sets
a sophisticated ambience to all 2020 Apache models when
relaxing at night time. Individual focussed reading lights can
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be used when required.
An elegant side profile
Make a statement on the road, all 2020 Apache models
feature 16” diamond cut black and silver alloy wheels as
standard, providing that extra bit of flair on the open road.
Sumptuous and soft to touch
Featuring a premium lightly-textured two toned upholstery,
the Apache fabric feels durable, plush and a deluxe haven to
sit and relax in– the perfect combination of luxury and styling.
A grand cooking experience
Cooking up a feast for the entire family while on your journey
will not be a problem in the Apache, all models feature a 4
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burner gas hob, plus full oven and grill.
Unique storage & luxurious detailing
Sleek curved design, combined with practical storage.
All upper locker doors within the Apache range feature a
matt cream surface, oak highlights, with silver detailing
and hardware.

THE TRIBUTE
THE COMPACT
APACHE RANGE
RANGE

9m
8m
7m
Fully fitted stainless steel
800W microwave

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
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0m

High level foldaway drying
rail in shower

632
4

Beds

(6 option)

2

Seatbelts

(4 option)

Engine

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Length

Height

Hi-Line

4

(6 option)

140 BHP

3500kg

3500kg

4250kg

7.36m

7.36m

7.54m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

(as standard)

(24’2”)

(7’9”)

Lo-Line

2

4

(6 option)

140 BHP

(24’2”)

Width

2

(4 option)

700

140 BHP

(as standard)

Weight

12V electric flush toilet with
removable cassette on wheels

634

(7’9”)

(as standard)

(24’9”)

(7’9”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

THE FRONTIER RANGE

The
Frontier
range.

Innovation and
sophistication.
Reach greater heights with a 2020 Frontier, built on the
AL-KO chassis with a driving force of 140bhp or 160bhp as
standard, the Frontier has exemplary road manners with no
compromise on comfort.
With a choice of six cab colours for every taste, highlighted
with a black and chrome purposeful grille and incorporating
exclusive Auto-Trail graphics, the Frontier makes a bold
statement. Utilising the latest bonded body construction
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methods and insulation materials, along with the fully
integrated ALDE hydronic heating system, your Frontier
will remain cool in the summer and cosy on those winter
nights away.
All Frontier's come with the popular Media Pack as standard,
featuring an 19.5” Avtex wide screen TV with DVD player,
the new Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen head unit,
incorporating a Western European ‘motorhome specific’
satellite navigation system, colour reversing camera, steering

2020 COLLECTION

wheel radio controls and a TV aerial with digital signal finder.

Fully integrated ALDE heating

7

MODELS

4-6
BERTHS

2-6

SEATBELTS

THE FRONTIER RANGE

NEW Zenec Xzent LCD display
touch and button screen head unit

Matt cream and oak upper locker doors
featuring chrome silver detailing
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Vivid LED reading lights

2020 COLLECTION

Compact laminate worktop with
undermounted stainless steel sink

High bed options available
on Delaware & Comanche

THE FRONTIER RANGE

Uncompromised
comforts
of home.

The new Euro 6D engine as standard
Available in 6 external colours

Take the ultimate driving experience in Frontier’s very own 2020
models. Featuring the new 140/160bhp Euro 6D engines as
standard with the option to upgrade to 180bhp or the 9-speed
automatic transmission.
High bed option available on Delaware & Comanche
Looking for a coachbuilt motorhome with extra storage? Then the
elevated sleeping area in the Delaware HB and Comanche HB will
meet your requirements, giving you that extra storage space for
those long expeditions away.
Expert heating at your control
Managed and monitored at your fingertips, all 2020 Frontier models
feature fully integrated ALDE heating as standard, delivering precise
temperature control wherever your touring experience may take you.
More standard features than ever before
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Full of inspiration and equipped to provide you with the utmost
luxury, Frontier incorporates all of our innovative design features,
including our renowned Media Pack as standard, so you are never far
from those home comforts.
An elegant side profile
Make a statement on the road, all 2020 Frontier models feature
16” diamond cut black and silver heavy duty alloy wheels as standard,
providing you with style and assurance on the open road.
A new driving experience as standard
Featuring the new Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen head unit,
incorporating a Western European ‘motorhome specific’ satellite
navigation system, integrated DAB+ tuner, Bluetooth hands-free
system with integrated microphone and colour reversing camera.
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Sumptuous and soft to touch
Superbly durable with co-ordinating light and dark tones and
textures, the modern design of our Frontier upholstery gives a
striking appearance. At a close eye, you’ll also find beautifully
stitched detailing. Full twin needle stitched leather is also a cost
option if you desire.

THE TRIBUTE
THE FRONTIER
COMPACTRANGE
RANGE

9m
8m

Illuminated splash back

7m
High level foldaway
drying rail in shower

6m
5m
4m
3m
2m
1m
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0m

DELAWARE
4

Beds

(6 option)

2

Seatbelts
Engine

2020
2020COLLECTION
COLLECTION

Length

Height

Lo-Line
Hi-Line

2

4

(6 option)

4

COMANCHE
4

(6 option)

2

4

(6 option)

2

4

(6 option)

2

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

140 BHP

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

(as standard)

4500kg

4500kg

4500kg

4500kg

5000kg

5000kg

5000kg

8.07m

8.07m

8.07m

8.07m

8.79m

8.79m

8.79m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

2.35m

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

3.03m (9’9”)
3.10m (10’2”)

(26’5”)

(7’9”)

(as standard)

(26’5”)

(7’9”)

(26’5”)

(7’9”)

160 BHP

(28’9”)

(7’9”)

(4/6 option)

COMANCHE HB

(6 option)

(as standard)

(4/6 option)

COMANCHE S

(4 option)

(7’9”)

Luxury walk-in, boutique style shower

2

4

(6 option)

SCOUT

(4 option)

(26’5”)

Width

4

(6 option)

DELAWARE HB

(4 option)

(as standard)

Weight

DELAWARE S

160 BHP

(28’9”)

(7’9”)

(4/6 option)

160 BHP

(28’9”)

(7’9”)

For full technical specifications and images, please visit www.auto-trail.co.uk

WHY AUTO-TRAIL & CREATE YOUR OWN

Why
Auto-Trail?
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

INDUSTRY LEADING WARRANTY COVER

Our outstanding, ground-breaking construction techniques,

All 2020 Auto-Trail leisure vehicles include a conversion

matched with over 37 years of experience, go into

Warranty, which includes repairs and replacement of

constructing Auto-Trail’s inimitable range of habitually

fittings for 5 years from the date of registration and a

desired leisure vehicles.

5 year body construction integrity warranty as standard.

CUBE CONSTRUCTION
Our ‘Cube’ construction process involves building our
66 | 67

Create
your own.

habitation units squarely on-air suspended platforms,
separate to the Ford, Fiat or AL-KO chassis – providing a
close tolerance interior to the furniture, walls and roofs.
The resulting ‘Cube’ structure is extremely rigid and can be
lifted and fixed onto the chassis in one piece. This is then
bonded in place using a tried and tested structural adhesive.
All our bonded composite panels now consist of a 35mm
‘Styrisol’ internal core. This extruded sheet provides 12%
more thermal efficiency than the industry standard expanded
polystyrene, traditionally used in the construction of
motorhome walls and roofs.

Years 6 to 10 upgrade is a cost option for the 1st customer
at the time of purchase. Please visit our website for full
terms and conditions.

To ensure your Auto-Trail leisure vehicle specifically caters
to your needs, become part of the Auto-Trail manufacturing
process. Design and configure the perfect leisure vehicle that
matches the needs of your lifestyle.
SELECT A MODEL
Browse through our 2020 Auto-Trail leisure vehicles.
CHOOSE AN ENGINE & CHASSIS
Whether an everyday multi purpose vehicle or occasional
long-distance tourer, customise the vehicle engine, driving
option and gross vehicle weight to suit your way of life.
CONFIGURE YOUR INTERNAL FEATURES
Catering to all needs, choose between hi-line or lo-line
configuration, depending on whether you would prefer an
added sleeping area for two or increased storage space.
CHOOSE YOUR DINETTE OPTION
Pick between four dinette options to ensemble your preferred
living requirements. Whether you use the dinette area for

2020 COLLECTION

socialising or for meal times, configure your front habitation
area to suit your preferred requirement.
DESIGN THE LOOK
ADD YOUR PACK AND OPTIONS
Complete your configuration by adding your preferred
exclusive options pack. Choose from a selection of
bundles specifically designed to suit your chosen model.

CHASSIS OVERVIEW & EXTERNAL COLOURS
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Engine
evolution.

Exterior
colours.

Featuring improved performance and increased torque,

New for 2020, you can choose between an extensive

all 2020 Auto-Trail Fiat models will feature the new Euro

range of colours for your bespoke Auto-Trail.

6D engine; and the improved EcoBlue engine on all 2020

Whether you have opted for Fiat or Ford, both chassis’

Ford models.

offer a wide spectrum of non-metallic and metallic colours

All Tribute compact, V-Line and Imala models start with the

to suit your personality or lifestyle. Stand out from the

120bhp engine as standard, with the cost option to upgrade

crowd or choose a subtle hue; you will always be recognised

to 140bhp, 160bhp, 180bhp and the new 9-speed, fully

as an Auto-Trail owner with our updated, dynamic

automatic gearbox.

graphics schemes.

All Tracker, Apache and Frontier Delaware models (S & HB)
start at 140bhp and Comanche models (S & HB) at 160bhp
as standard with the cost option to upgrade.
2020 Fiat external colours

Tribute coachbuilt features Ford's 130bhp engine as standard

2020 Ford external colours

with the cost option to upgrade to 170bhp and/or the

2020 COLLECTION

durability thanks to the torque converter
å Improved consumption and less polluting emissions 2.3 L
capacity for guaranteed reliability and endurance

SelectShift automatic transmission delivers a smooth,
relaxing driving experience, especially in busy
stop-start traffic.
å Improved consumption and less polluting emissions

å Greater torque and power to ensure pleasant driving

å Improved aerodynamics

å Variable turbine geometry for controlled consumption

å Electronically assisted steering

å Stop/start mechanism (160 & 180 manual, 140, 160 &

å Low-friction tires

180 automatic)

åS
 top/start mechanism as standard

Kapoor Red

Diffused Silver

Moondust

Magnetic Grey

Nero

Agate Black

 -speed automatic transmission - Transit’s six-speed
å6

å 9-speed automatic transmission – Top reliability and

Chrome Blue

120bhp, 140bhp, 160bhp & 180bhp

Blazer Blue (standard)

130bhp or 170bhp

Rosso Profondo

(Available on 2020 Tribute coachbuilt)

Imala, Tracker, Apache & Frontier)

Golden White

(Available on 2020 Tribute compact, V-Line, Adventure,

Grigio Allumino

FORD EURO 6D ENGINE

Grigio Grey

FIAT EURO 6D ENGINE

Bianco White

automatic gearbox.

BODYSTYLE PROFILES & FABRICS

Bodystyle
profiles.

Fabric
options.

Catering to all needs, we offer unique body profiles on our

All 2020 Auto-Trail leisure vehicles come with a soft

models at no extra cost.

furnishing set and cushion option as standard.

TRIBUTE - Tamsin

V-LINE - Violet

V-LINE SPORT - Venus

ADVENTURE - Alisa

IMALA - Imogen

TRACKER - Tilly

APACHE - Arabella

FRONTIER - Fleur

Featuring a display of timeless and elegant aesthetics,
all 2020 Auto-Trail soft furnishings have been specifically
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tailored to complement the modern and welcoming
SLIM-LINE LOW PROFILE

LO-LINE PROFILE FOR ADDED STORAGE

HI-LINE PROFILE FOR ADDED SLEEPING CAPACITY

atmosphere of each leisure vehicle. All fabrics are bespoke

All 2020 Tribute Ford coachbuilt models showcase a sleek,

If you’re happy with the number of dedicated sleeping

Extend your Fiat motorhome to accommodate more people

and unique to each vehicle range and offer the utmost

slim-line low profile, incorporating a large skylight to enjoy

spaces within your Fiat coachbuilt motorhome, lo-line

with an additional two sleeping spaces. Above the cab,

comfort while relaxing.

the lovely natural sunlight.

configuration provides you with the extra storage space

the additional bed takes up none of your living space and

needed for longer trips.

doesn’t have to be made up every night like other beds.

LEATH

ER - La

yla

CHANGE YOUR CUSHION
COLOUR TO SUIT YOUR
PERSONAL PREFERENCE
Selected 2020 models come with the
option to change your accent cushions to
suit your personal taste. Available on 2020
2020 COLLECTION

V-Line, V-Line Sport, Adventure, Imala,
Tracker, Apache & Frontier models.

Navy

Aqua

Coral

Teal

Mulberry

MEDIA PACKS, MY AUTO-TRAIL & AUTO-TRAIL CONNECT

Enhancement
packs.
FIAT DRIVERS PACK
Available on all Tribute
Compact models

ONLY

£1,349

High series headlamp with static bending

Cab air conditioning

ONLY

£1,349

Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen head unit radio with ‘motorhome specific’ satellite navigation

Electric step
100 watt solar panel and regulator

FORD LUX PACK

Available on all 2020 Tribute
Coachbuilt models

FIAT MEDIA+ PACK

Available on Imala, Tracker, Apache
& Frontier (£1,000 on Frontier)

£1,399

Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen head unit radio with ‘motorhome specific’ satellite navigation
Colour reversing camera
BBQ point
TV aerial and preparation (coaxial, 12v and 230v sockets)
Solar panel
Omni vent
Upgraded habitation entrance door and flyscreen
Loose fit carpets
Cab carpets

Now available on all 2020 Auto-Trail models,
‘My Auto-Trail’ is an easy to use online portal where
customers of a 2020 Auto-Trail leisure vehicle can manage
and monitor the status of their motorhome remotely.
‘MY AUTO-TRAIL’ HAS 3 MAIN FEATURES
so you always know the condition of your motorhome even
if you’re not physically inside.
Set up SMS or email alerts and receive information about

ONLY

£2,299

19.5” Avtex wide screen TV/DVD incorporating
digital and satellite tuners

ONLY

My
Auto-Trail.
Receive a clear indication of your vehicle’s current status,

Status TV Aerial with digital signal finder

Trend instrument panel including locking glove box

Cab carpet

Flyscreen to sliding entrance door

Steering wheel radio controls

Heated front windscreen with low washer tank warning
Colour coded front bumpers

Awning

£1,499

NEW Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen
head unit, incorporating:
•W
 estern European ‘motorhome specific’ satellite
navigation system
• Digital radio with integrated DAB+ tuner
• Bluetooth hands-free system with integrated
microphone
• Colour reversing camera

Body colour side mouldings

Driver and passenger seat swivels

Colour reversing camera

£1,299

Front fog lamps

Spare wheel and underslung carrier (fix and go STD)

Available on all Tribute
Compact models

ONLY

Automatic headlamps

Steering wheel controls for radio and telephone

FIAT LUX PACK

ONLY

19.5” Avtex wide screen TV/DVD incorporating
digital and satellite tuners

Power folded and power heated mirrors

Cruise control with speed limiter function
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Available on all 2020 Tribute
Coachbuilt models

Available on Imala, Tracker & Apache
(Std on V-Line, Adventure & Frontier)

Metallic paint

Cab air conditioning
Passenger airbag

2020 COLLECTION

FORD DRIVERS PACK

FIAT MEDIA PACK

NEW Zenec Xzent LCD display touch screen
head unit, incorporating:
•W
 estern European ‘motorhome specific’ satellite
navigation system
• Digital radio with integrated DAB+ tuner
• Bluetooth hands-free system with integrated
microphone
• Colour reversing camera
Steering wheel radio controls
65cm fully automatic folding, roof mounted satellite
system and receiver

the status of your motorhome on a regular basis.
Check the location of your motorhome every 6 hours and
see the location of all Auto-Trail approved dealer workshops.

Auto-Trail
Connect.
Recognised by UK insurance providers and Thatcham
CAT 7 approved, ‘Auto-Trail Connect’ allows you to track
the whereabouts of your leisure vehicle instantly if the
worst was to happen.
You can easily subscribe to ‘Auto-Trail Connect’ through
your ‘My Auto-Trail’ account.
THE BENEFITS OF ‘AUTO-TRAIL CONNECT‘
‘Auto-Trail Connect’ is designed to reduce your insurance
premium and provide you with complete peace of mind.
å Thatcham CAT 7 approved

å Keep your Auto-Trail safe

å Proactive tracking

å Reduce insurance costs

å European coverage

å Ensure peace of mind

å Law enforcement liaison

å £95 annual subscription

OWNERS CLUB, TYCO SPONSORSHIP & DIAMONDBRITE

Join the
ATOC.

Diamondbrite
partnership.

With over 10,000 members, the Auto-Trail Owners Club

Auto-Trail is proud to announce its continued

(ATOC) are the UK’s largest single make motorhome club.

partnership with UK chemical manufacturer Jewelultra,

ATOC bring people of all ages together who share a common

manufacturer of industry leading Diamondbrite Paint

interest of the leisure industry.

and Upholstery Protection.

If you have recently purchased a new Auto-Trail motorhome you

Developed and produced in the UK, Diamondbrite is the

can benefit from many of the club’s incentives, including first

ultimate Paint and Upholstery Protection for your Auto-Trail.

year complimentary membership for new owners and discounted

It is a sophisticated two-stage process that provides
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motorhome insurance.
This year saw ATOC members enjoy numerous rallies throughout
the UK, as well as the annual ATOC factory rally, a yearly
celebration at the Auto-Trail factory where we welcome new
members and enjoy a day of refreshments.

sponsors.

For more information and to join ATOC, please visit
www.auto-trail.co.uk/owners-club to fill in an application form.

Auto-Trail are proud to announce our continued sponsorship
of the British superbike and international road racing team,
Tyco BMW Motorrad.
The Northern Ireland based road racing team have gone
from strength to strength competing in the British Superbike
Championships 2019 season.
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Supplying the team with two exclusive Auto-Trail leisure
vehicles from our flagship Frontier range. Both coachbuilt
motorhomes have been specifically designed to suit the
needs of a British superbike rider, including plush leather
upholstery and an elevated sleeping area to provide a
large storage compartment underneath – a practical and
straightforward storage solution, ideal for racing equipment.

highly resilient weatherproofing for exterior bodywork.
The resulting unique hydrophobic coating protects paintwork
from long-term exposure to the elements and makes it
easier to keep the vehicle looking its best. The interior fabric
formulation protects carpet and seat upholstery, making it
highly stain resistant and helping keep the cockpit and living
areas in excellent condition.
HOW DOES IT WORK
1. If your paintwork was magnified it would reveal small
pores in the surface.
2. R
 oad traffic dirt gathers in the pores and attacks
paintwork.
3. Your first Paint Protection application cleanses and fills
pores in the vehicles paintwork leaving a smooth finish
that cannot be penetrated.
4. Your second application bonds with the first to create a
hard protective skin. It leaves a high lustre finish that rain
and dirt cannot penetrate.
Contact our repair centre on 01472 571003 | www.jewelultra.com

®

